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Loanwnrds j"a universal phenomenon as thereis no languap;e which does 

not borrow lexical items from other Lmguages either to adopt new con
cepts or to enrich, increase and develop its vocabulary Arabic itseU 
borrowed. words from Persian, Greekand Latin. Furthermore, in modem 
times, it has borrowed words from Italian, French and English. 

Borrowing words may occur in languages which belong to one group 
such as French and Spanish. or in others which belong to different groups 
sum as Arabic and Malay as the fir5t belongs to the Semitic langu'lges 
group whereas the Ialler belongs to the Malay-Polynesian family (Payne 
1970:1) 

It is worth mentioning here, however, that although Malay has 
borrowed several thousand words, tenns and expressions aJongwith 
adopting the Arabic script (Bey 1983: 7&-82), Arabic, on the other hand, 
borrowed nothing al all from Malay The reason for that can be attributed 
to the literary. cultural, scientific and religious superiority of Arabic. To 
Malays who embraced Islam in 674 A. D., the sacrro and prestigious 
Arabic became their source of inspiration. �y adopted the Islamic laws, 
traditiorulund conceps as well a5 their temu and exprf'<i.. .. inn ... 

Ukeother borrowing !anguges.Malay tends to assimilate the Arabic 
loanwords so that they may follow Its native words, agree with its phon�tic 
and morphological systems and fmaUy become part of it. As a result of that 
ooly 8 few Arabic words like mimbur, nllSIIb, and nU1I1 have retained their 
original shape. The majority of Arabic loanwords in Malay. however. ha ve 

been so greatly changed that it becomes extremely difficult to recogruse 
such words as pakttr, nIIlar, mpiu, bdtk and silop. The last two words have 

" ., ,11 
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been changed not only in Conn but also in meaning. The word bdd, 
papaya, is a corruption of the original word �. walennelon, 
whereas the word silap, error, is the Malay (orrf-;r the Arabic word 

c--.�, difference. Such phonetic and .semantic changes are not 
restricted to these two words, but have affected a great number of Arabic 
loanwords in Malay Compared with Arabic loanswords in other Muslim 
languages, and even with other loanwords in Malay e.g. Portuguese. the 
Arabic loanwords in Malay have undergone tremendous changes. This 
paper is an attempl lo illustrate the phonetic. morphological and semantic 
changes thai OCOlcred totheArablcloanwords In Malay Tu reach thi:Jt�nd. 
the descriptive and comparative methods are adopted. 

2. Phonetic Changes 

Phoneticchanges of Arabic loanwords in MaJay fall into fourcalego-
ries:-

(a) Substitution. 
(b) Deletion. 
(c) Augment; and 
(d) Vowel exchange 

(a) Substitution 

As Malay has no identical vocal signs for the letlers / G/, I t: I 
, /) t. /<.,."";, I�I I pI I r l ,and Ie,; I,therefore 
it substitutes them by other letters(Zaki 1990: I1il-W). IllustratmgaUsuch 
alterations would need 5eveat pages, Therefore, for the sake of brevity, I 
will limit myself to the letter / / Here are some examples. 

Arabic Malay 

(;) 1<1> I IKI 

c.)i Kalbu 

(u) 1<31 IKh/ 

� 
Khatifah 

(Iii) IU I lSi 
� 

gamis 

(iv) /<3 / /.1 

)lL!; 

telar 
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(v) lUI '" 
<ill\> 

cafllah 

Asseenin the above forms the letter 1t;I.a piosive, hasbeen altered 
into five different letters. three of them i.e.. I K I, I g I and It I are 

pl05ives whereas the leI is a fricative and the l!(hl is a combination of 
a plosive IKI ilnd a fricative Ihl 

(b) Ddetion 

Deletion occurs to a great number of Arabic words in Malay. The 
leiter It I. ttstance, is often dropped from words such as IIzllr(,)>,). 
u/QmQk ( " ) and doa ( �l&�). Similarly. th.'llett!!} 1 t.1 , / ;)1 
and I " I are deleted (rom the words KenIQI ( C��.{,o.;, qQ (.�) 
andsoo/ (. \t�respectiveiy. 

De-cluste�g of double consonants is another aspect of deletions as 
in dQ/QI ( J�.).nohi ( �).gitlt ( �), tQlutjud (�) 
and tafokur ( '). nus phonetic change, however,.is a common 
phenomenon in Malay. It occurs to loanwords from other languages sum 
as English as tn WlZran (warrant). hi! (bill) and elalln (allowance) (Tham 
1970: 38). It apparently helps pronounce such words by drawing them 
closer to the phonei:U:' and morphological systems of  the Malay language. 

Deletion, however. is not limited to one letter. but it occurs too to 
more than one letter. Parts of words are also dropped either from the 
beginning of a word as in dollah ( ct....1I\�), the middle as in man-ard 
( "')J ..ll tlD) and the end as In nIQifa ( q I> ;" L.). Both the initial 
and ftnarparts of a word can be deleted as in riQ ( .�) as the letter 
19/ and theletler I "/ are dropped. 

(c) Augment 

In contrast with deletion. augment occurs by adding a letter or more to the 
beg1l1fling ofa word as indQhlllu ( t-l..l 1 ), to the mid� as in trrperkor 
( �c.....,. .j')) or to the end as in ilmitluxm ( � . 

.J Prefixes and suffixes are two more aspects of augment (Asman 
1983:89). Added to Arabic words. these prexixes and suffixes greatly 
5U«eed. in changing the shape of these words and Malayize them. TIleY 
become as a mask which hides their Arabic features. Such change OCC'.1l'S 

to most of the Arabic words as in /1I1!miklrQ/I ( fi ). 
Only a few Arabic wordsdo not incur such changes and paJ!icylarly 

the words whIch e.ntqed Malay in religiousfhrases e.g. salla ( �, 
asyluldu ( � n and auZll ( ..> y ). 
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(d) Vowel &chtmgt 

Apart from the changes of letters, Arabic vowel signs i.e.; daltlnwh, 
jathsh and kosrah have beenextensive.lyexchanged. Thedammah ischanged 
into fa..thah as in nUlsyamkal (��, and into kasrlJh as in Itusyullml 
( �-' �). In other cases the fa tlr all is chil!'ged into dammah as in 
mu}wbtih { '� and intokDsrah as in selamat (,,-� . Meanwhile, 
the kD srah is cnanged into falhDh as in $IlJDdah. ( i .)� ...".) . 

It is worth mmltioning hen' that IIllhnugh kasralr and dammah are 
phonetically similar as they are both vowels, nevertheless, the kilsrll/l is nOI 
changed inlodammah, though thedammaJr ischanged inlokasrtlh. The latter 
OCCllranC'e is seen a5 a common tendency in civilized communities {Anis 
1984:91). As for changing thefotlUlh into r1RmmaJr, it is considerd excep-
tional. 

Changes in letters and vowels can be attributed to both the phonetic 
system of the Malay language which differs from that of Arabic and the 
tendency to subjugate the Arabic words to the Malay pronunciation and 
phonological system. 
Some of the other changes ate caused by the inability of the Latin script 10 

represent the Ariibk soWlds and vowels. The latin vocal signs are Wlable 
to precisely represenl the long and short vovels. The 1(",)/, for instance, 
is represented by/l/as inadjb( <...-'ol),),by leI as in auk ( �) 
<rnd by I y I as in Sytd ( .u......-). The I � I, likewise, is represented by 

luI iiSin la'i ( .y ),oy 101 as in roh( '(...1) }and by/w/asln 
hawa ( �',.s». Sometimes the / I is represented by these three letters 
in the same word as in aJzwal. allua/ and allool (Iskandar 1986:282). 

The inability of the Latin script ca.n also be dearly seen in its failure 
to dllferentiiile between the long and short vowels like 1..#/ and dapunah 
asinll.tnif( U.J�),thel J I <rnd fathah a s i n na'am( �\.,c.:.) 
and IUI'am ( �) and 1<.;>1 <rnd /aural. as in;alli/iJJh ( " . ..la�. 

Neverthele!s, some of these phonetic changes are not maJeby the 
Malay language. Rather, such fonns had been received from other lan
guages e.g. Hindi, Javanese. Indonesian, Portuguese, Tamil, Dutch and so 

forth. For example, the word Ktsoh�r. � -' �) Is borrowed through 
Indonesia. The word tliplS ( �), precious, is borrowed through 
Turkish as the TurkiSh word lIepis means both precious and thin. Malay 
borrowed the word from Turkish with the latter sense. A num�of Arabic 
loanwords in Mo.lay reached it via India. WOrd5 like Sall/b, MMter • .  C;unal 
circumcision and Illmdah, seat erected on the back of an elephant, entered 
Malay through Hindi languages as they maintain the meanings they 
acqu1red in the Indian environment. 
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J. Morphological C/llmg�s 

Malay language has employed Arabic words in a new and different 
way It rendered thescwords nl!W 1,1_ based on the M:.I:.yc-onceptof parts 
of speech (Asmah 1983: 119-128) which is entirely different from thhe 
concept conceived by the Arabs (Sibawaihi 1966:12). No other Muslim 
language, with the exception of Indonesian, has done so. There are ample 
examples for this phenomenon, but I will present only two words. The flI$t 
is the word wafat ( '& l; ,), death, a nOWl which is also used as a noun 
in Persian, Turldsh and Unfu whereas in Malay is used as a verb meaning 
to die. In addition, the words is usually as§Ociated with Prophets as in the 
sentence "Setelah Nabi wafat, Abu Sakar dilantik menjadi Khalilah" ie. 
"After the Prophet died, Abu BaJcar was elected as a caliph: The second 
example is the word heba! ( .�.�), reference, whkh is also a noun 
in Arabic and is borrowed and uM as a noun in Persian, Turkish and 
Urdu. 1ne word, however, is used in Malay as an adjective meaning terrific 
as.seen In the following sentences; 

� Ptrlmglam", �bGf btriMlIgbf d4.iam biliknya. 
fA Irmbk PI(HSt um iwrd In his room)." 

Apart from this, the Arabic loanwords in Malay have endured 
several other types 01 morphological change: They were deprived of the 
definite article, connected with prep fixes and sufrlxes and repeated to 
form the plural, adverbs, adjectives and verbs. 

to addition to that, some Arabic words have been divided into two 
parts as in the word silsilall ( �), chain, which is written Malay 
as sala/z·silll/z and silah·sllllJr. 

In contrast with thai, sometimes two words are written as one as in 
�-h <-.:J. • -:J 'wh.ichlSwri�asassalamua1aikum. Fur--

therC;iore, theexpresion t:t:.".s. 'LlJ1 (...J'\Pj, which consists of three 
words, is written in Malay as one word in rGdial1aJmanhu. 

These are, undoubtedly, tremendous morphological changes which 
meant to comply these words to meet the morphological system of the 
Malay language. 

4 .. Semantic Clumges 

Earlier in this paper, I have displayed the phonetic changes that 
occ:ured 10 the Arabic loanwords in Malay Such changes, however, did not 
have much impact on the meaning of these words. Most of the semantic 
changes have been made through three modes i.e; 
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(a) extension of meaning, 
(b) restriction of meaning. and 
(c) transfer of meaning. 

The final part of this paper is devoted to investigating these tl\ree 
types of semantic change. 

(/I) Extension of Mtllning 

Malay has extended the mearung of some of the Arabic words. This 
extension cov� the abstract words as well as proper nouns. The ftrst 6 
exemplified by the word lsra ( 9\ J-V, which means rught journey 
in Arabic. In Malay, the word Ism refers to journeyH III general 

The second type of words can be examplified by three words. The 
first is the word Dllidlil ( .j..J�) which is the name of the mule 
of Prophet Mohammad. In Malay the word means merely a mule. "The 
second word is ILia ( � ) which is origmally the name of lila 
al-'Amiriyh. Qais bin Milawah's girlfriend. The word in Malay means 
darling. The third word, Billll ( t L.-.Jc:.r.JW)SIands for the Prophet's 
companion and the fint caller for prayers in Islam. In Malay the word mill' 
is used 10 refer to anyone who pe.rfonns this religious function. 

(b) Rtstriction ofMtsning 

This mode is a reverse of the previous one. Compared with extension of 
meaning. restriction of meaning is more common i n  Malay The words 
Ilinm, kabit and walimah will be given as example for this phenomenon. The 
fllSt word ujllm ( � � Co ) refers to non-Arabs or those who speak 
incorrect Arabic. In alay, the word refers t o  the Per.iians only. The 
second word Kabil ( �) means in Arabic malicious, whereils 
in Malay it means sneak thief. The third word WIllimah ( �') 
in Arabic stands for any party that can be given on any occasion. In Malay, 
the word sense is merely related to wedding party. 

Another aspect of restriction of meaning appeaIS III confming the 
maning of a word to only one particular field. Hen!: are some examples: 

Arabic word Meaning in Malay Type of Meaning 

AmiJ( J.l.:) coUect<r of tithes religious 
Adab ( '.,u 1) good-manners moral 
murid(�J:) pupil worldly 
tabir( �) interpretation of dreams classical 
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The table above clearly shows how the words amil, adab, m,.rid and 
tabir have been restncted to the religious, moral. worldly and classical 
senses respectively whereas the various other meanings have been com
pletely ov�rIUIJkN. TIu� word I�bir,lor instance, docs not rekr to 'compo-
sition' a modem sense for the word. Besides, all its other meanings i.e.; 
expression, declaration. assertion. tenn, phrase, utterance of feeling. etc. 
(Cowan 1976:588) are excluded. 

(c) TrRnsfn 0/ M�anjng 

Themeaning of most of the Arabic loanwords in Malayexcluding the 
basic religious terms, have been greatly changed. This change falls inlO two 
catogories Le, (i) words given new meanings which differ from their 
original meanings, and (U) words given opposite meaning; 

(i) Words Givtn New M�anings 

The number of words which belong to Otis category is much greater 
than the second one. Words such as lasbih. mukim, hllsud, 5I1is, munshi and 
btdah are just a few example of the words whose meanings have been 
altered. 

A word can be assigned to refer to an oo;ect which may be related to 
the object for which it wasoriginallr assigned as in words li1etllsbfh, lculiah 
and datt'Ot. The latter, dawal ( 'j J-, ..l). in Malay, means ink whereas 
in Arabic it m�ans ink-pol. 

In Malay, words like ma'jun, istis/am and nida are assigned to refer to 
meanings which somewhat differ from their original meanings in Arabic 
although the old and new meanings are still related. Forinstance the word 
nida ( "I.".:,Jo) means sound in Malay whereas in Arabic it means call. 

Other words like ta'/ik and wadi refer in Malay to things which are 
entire1y different from the things they stand for in Arabic. The meaning of 
the word wruli ( �,) 1-,), for example. has been shifted from val1ey 
to desert stream. 

(b) Words Giwn Opposlt� MtlZnlngs 

The words of this category are comparatively few Words such as 
hebat, Msrat. mandab, asfor, jIlI,jz, hLnwt and sorak are some of the examples. 
The first word hebat was m0"Ehologically discussed in the third part of 
this paper The latler, sornk( t l.J"'P)' which in Arabic means screaming. 
means in Malay to cheer as in the fol1owing sentence; 
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"Para pelion ton bersorak Jcerana pasukan itu menQng." 
"The audience cheered as the team won." 

As seen above, semantically, Arabic loanwords in Malay have been 
abundantly changed. In fact, these words have encountered numerous 
changes which they have not experienced in other Muslim languges such 
as Persian, Urdu and Turkish. The words Knbus and saat are two examples 
which suffice to support my opinion. In Arabic the word kabus « ... J-"-,"" Is') 
means nightmare and it maintains the meaning in Persian, Turkish and 
Urdu. In Malay, the word meaning is changed into misty. As for the word 
saat ( .� L...;.), its Arabic meanings indude hour, watch, while, minute, 
day of judgement and moment. Persian has retained the first three mean
ings, whereas Turkish maintained hour and time. As for Urdu, it retained 
time, hour, while, minute, moment, dock and watch. In Malay, however, 
the meaning of the word saat has been changed into second. 

S. Conclusion 

In short, Arabic loanwords in Malay have been subjugated to various 
kinds of change in conformity with the phonetic and morphological 
system of the Malay language. Exposed to so many Malay features, Arabic 
words have been greatly removed from their origin. Moreover, the Malay's 
adoption of the Latin script in the 1960's helped to further change the 
spelling of the words. This development has contributed to the phonetic 
corruption of the words and the distortion of their pronunciaion. 

Nevertheless, a good knowledge of these Arabic loanwords in Malay 
is of great significance to the Malays not only in their effort to learn Arabic, 
but also to acquire, use and fully understand their Malay language as well. 
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